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J. MCINTYRE MACHINERY, GOODYEAR,
AND THE INCOHERENCE OF THE

MINIMUM CONTACTS TEST

PATRICK J. BORCHERSt

INTRODUCTION

On June 27, 2011, when J. McIntyre Machinery, Ltd. v. Nicastrol
and Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown2 were handed
down, it marked for the first time in almost a quarter of a century that
the United States Supreme Court engaged in an extended discussion
of the minimum contacts test. That test-first announced by the
Court in International Shoe Co. v. Washington 3-has for nearly seven
decades set the basic parameters of measuring the constitutionality of
exercises of state-court personal jurisdiction. Before its two latest de-
cisions, the Court's last significant discussion of minimum contacts
came in Asahi Metal Industry Co. v. Superior Court of California.4

Law professors who teach Civil Procedure and related subjects waited
eagerly for the new cases, having had for over two decades no fresh
Supreme Court opinions to teach in what is a staple of nearly every
first-year law student's educational experience.

Of more practical significance, the bench and bar were hoping for
guidance on at least two difficult issues that have bedeviled the sub-
ject. The first difficult issue is the reach of state courts in products
liability cases where the injury occurs in the forum state. The second
is the quantum of contacts necessary to create so-called general
jurisdiction.

The Supreme Court performed miserably. Its opinion in J. McIn-
tyre-the case assumed to deal with the first issue-is a disaster. As
in its 1987 Asahi decision, the Court produced no majority opinion,

t Vice President for Academic Affairs, Professor of Law and Adjunct Professor of
Philosophy, Creighton University. J.D., University of California, Davis; B.S., Univer-
sity of Notre Dame.

1. 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011).
2. 131 S. Ct. 2846 (2011).
3. 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945).
4. 480 U.S. 102 (1987). In Burnham v. Superior Court of California, 495 U.S. 604

(1990), the plurality opinion upheld the exercise of in personam jurisdiction based solely
on the in-state service of process on the defendant and did not discuss the minimum
contacts test. Burnham, 495 U.S. at 616 (evaluating the in-state service rule by the
minimum contacts standard would represent "a thorough misunderstanding of our
cases"). Justice Brennan's opinion concurring in the judgment contained a brief exami-
nation as to whether the defendant had minimum contacts with the forum state of Cali-
fornia. Id. at 637-39 (Brennan, J., concurring in the judgment).
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but the plurality opinion attempted to roll back the clock by a century
or more and re-ground personal jurisdiction in a dubious sovereignty
theory that the Court had apparently rejected several times before.
Its test took no account of the modern realities of international busi-
ness, a point fortunately noted by Justice Breyer's concurrence in the
judgment, which prevented the plurality from becoming a majority.

The Court's unanimous opinion in Goodyear-the case assumed
to deal with the second issue-is not nearly as bad as the Court's opin-
ion in J. McIntyre, but is far from good. The Court attempted to set
forth a test for general jurisdiction by saying that the quantum of con-
tacts must be enough so that the defendant is "essentially at home" in
the forum.5 It remains to be seen whether this is a workable test,
particularly when applied to issues such as defendants who have a
ubiquitous Internet presence, but at least it is a test, of sorts, sup-
ported by a majority of the Court.

The practical issues presented by the two opinions are considera-
ble. The combination is likely to deprive U.S. plaintiffs asserting state
law claims of any U.S. forum in cases against foreign defendants, even
though those defendants are intentionally and substantially benefit-
ing from the U.S. market. Absent judicial or legislative reform, the
opinions could frustrate the efforts of victims of human rights viola-
tions or terrorism at the hands of foreign defendants to seek redress in
the United States under any state law theory.

The fundamental difficulty-as I argued over twenty years ago6-
is that the Court lacks any clear constitutional rationale for limiting
state-court assertions of jurisdiction. The Court continues to say that
the limitations on jurisdiction emanate from the Due Process Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment, a proposition usually thought to have
been established by the Court's delphic opinion in Pennoyer v. Neff.7

It is debatable, however, whether Pennoyer actually invoked the Due
Process Clause to set substantive limitations on state-court jurisdic-
tion. It is at least as likely that the Pennoyer Court simply meant that
due process principles give the defendant the right to attack an asser-
tion of jurisdiction under whatever rules the forum state sets, but set
no geographical boundaries on the state's assertions of jurisdiction
over non-residents. 8 In fact, it was not until almost forty years after
Pennoyer that the Supreme Court began to directly invalidate state-

5. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown, 131 S. Ct. 2846, 2851 (2011).
6. Patrick J. Borchers, The Death of the Constitutional Law of Personal Jurisdic-

tion: From Pennoyer to Burnham and Back Again, 24 U.C. DAVIs L. REV. 19 (1990).

7. 95 U.S. 714 (1877).
8. See Borchers, supra note 6, at 40-51.
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court assertions of jurisdiction that it deemed to be beyond a state's
reach.9

The fundamental doctrinal confusion is evident in the Supreme
Court's most recent efforts, particularly J. McIntyre. In a splintered
and muddled opinion, some Justices insisted that the touchstone of
jurisdiction is state sovereignty, some insisted that it is a matter of
individual fairness to defendants, and all except the J. McIntyre dis-
senters overlooked the obvious point that fairness to the plaintiff in
providing a realistic forum is at least as important as protecting a for-
eign defendant. These two new opinions are further, and unfortunate,
evidence that the Court should abandon the idea that the Constitution
limits state-court jurisdiction, except in the most extreme of circum-
stances in which the defendant's opportunity to mount a defense is
realistically compromised. Significantly relaxing, or nearly erasing,
the constitutional boundaries on personal jurisdiction would force
states, or perhaps Congress, to enact realistic jurisdictional statutes,
which would have a much better chance at adapting to modern reali-
ties than the Court's occasional and confused pronouncements. In the
end, the minimum contacts test is deeply incoherent because the
Court has no clear idea what it is trying to accomplish or why it regu-
lates the reach of state courts at all.

In Part I, I review the two issues that J. McIntyre and Goodyear
were thought to have been poised to resolve. In Part II, I examine the
two opinions and show that J. McIntyre actually further confuses the
issue it was set to address and that Goodyear gives a partial-and
likely unsatisfactory-resolution to its issue. In Part III, I revisit
what I believe to be the root of the Court's doctrinal confusion, raise
some additional open questions in the law of personal jurisdiction, and
offer what I hope to be path out of the current mess.

9. See Riverside & Dan River Cotton Mills v. Menefee, 237 U.S. 189 (1915). Nota-
bly, after Pennoyer, the New York courts (undoubtedly the most prestigious and influen-
tial state courts of the time) continued to adhere to the doctrine that in-state service of
process upon a corporate officer while in the state, even if not in the state on company
business, sufficed for in personam jurisdiction over the corporation. See, e.g., Pope v.
Terre Haute Car & Mfg. Co., 87 N.Y. 137 (1881). The federal rule was to the contrary.
See, e.g., Goldey v. Morning News, 156 U.S. 518 (1895). New York courts continued to
follow Pope even though they acknowledged that the federal rule was to the contrary.
See, e.g., Sadler v. Boston & Bolivia Rubber Co., 125 N.Y.S. 405 (App. Div. 1910). If the
New York courts had thought their jurisdiction directly limited by the due process doc-
trine of Pennoyer, they would have been forced to immediately abandon the Pope doc-
trine; instead they followed it until a similar North Carolina doctrine was directly
invalidated by the U.S. Supreme Court in Riverside.
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I. THE TWO ISSUES

In its 1980 opinion in World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Wood-
son,10 the United States Supreme Court refused to allow jurisdiction
over an out-of-state seller of a product in which the only contact was
that the consumer of the product brought it into the forum state,
where it injured the consumer. The Court, however, with a cryptic
"cf." citation to a famous state court decision," stated that the "forum
State does not exceed its powers under the Due Process Clause if it
asserts personal jurisdiction over a corporation that delivers its prod-
ucts into the stream of commerce with the expectation that they will
be purchased by consumers in the forum State."12 The Court seemed
to draw a line between mere use of the product in the forum (in which
case jurisdiction would be unconstitutional) and a forum-state sale of
the product (which would allow for jurisdiction).

But even if one accepts that this is where the line is drawn, the
Supreme Court's casually announced stream-of-commerce test raised
many questions. In Asahi Metal Industry Co. v. Superior Court of Cal-
ifornia,13 the Court endeavored to answer one of the more pressing
issues, which was whether the stream of commerce flowed to where
the harmful product was resold (as opposed to directly sold) in the fo-
rum state as a component of a larger product. On such facts in Asahi,
the Supreme Court unanimously held that the forum state of Califor-
nia lacked jurisdiction, but the Court splintered in its interpretation of
the stream-of-commerce test. Four Justices, led by Justice O'Connor,
concluded that the stream runs dry absent a plus factor showing that
the component part manufacturer specifically meant to serve the fo-
rum-state market. This could be shown, according to those four Jus-
tices, by demonstrating that the manufacturer was "designing the
product for the market in the forum State, advertising in the forum
State, establishing channels for providing regular advice to customers
in the forum State, or marketing the product through a distributor
who has agreed to serve as the sales agent in the forum State."14 Four
other Justices, led by Justice Brennan, vigorously disagreed, conclud-
ing that the predictable sale or resale of a product in the forum state
was itself enough to show that the stream still flowed.' 5 Justice Ste-
vens refused to commit himself to Justice O'Connor's resale plus test,
but concluded that the even more stringent O'Connor test was met on

10. 444 U.S. 286 (1980).
11. Gray v. Am. Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp., 176 N.E.2d 761 (Ill. 1961).
12. World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 297-98 (1980).
13. 480 U.S. 102 (1987).
14. Asahi Metal Indus. Co. v. Superior Court of Cal., 480 U.S. 102, 112 (1987).
15. Asahi, 480 U.S. at 117 (Brennan, J., concurring in part and concurring in the

judgment).
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the facts of Asahi in which approximately 100,000 of the component
products were sold in the forum state.16

Remarkably, though, all nine of the Asahi Justices concluded that
jurisdiction was lacking. This unanimity of result came about because
even the Justices who concluded that the stream of commerce flowed
into the forum state thought jurisdiction to be unreasonable on inde-
pendent grounds.17 Asahi arrived at the Supreme Court in an unu-
sual posture. The case began as an ordinary products liability case
(involving a motorcycle tube that blew out as the result of an alleged
defect), with the injured plaintiffs suing one of the defendants in the
distribution chain. By the time it reached the Supreme Court, be-
cause of settlements, all that remained was an impleader action be-
tween a Japanese manufacturer of the component part (in this case a
tire valve) and the Taiwanese manufacturer of the finished product
(the motorcycle tire tube, including the valve).18 The lack of any re-
maining U.S. plaintiffs, the collateral nature of the surviving dispute,
and the foreign status of the remaining parties all combined to cause
the Court to conclude that-minimum contacts or not-jurisdiction
was unreasonable.' 9

But most stream-of-commerce cases do not come equipped with
this escape hatch. Lower courts struggled to decide whether to apply
the O'Connor or the Brennan test and, predictably, split. 20 Others at-
tempted to avoid the issue by finding that the same result would at-
tend regardless of which test applied. 21 Others, even while
purporting to make a commitment to one of the tests, struggled with
them.22 Finally, Asahi's independent reasonableness check on juris-
diction proved difficult to apply at the margins.23

When the Supreme Court granted certiorari in J. McIntyre Ma-
chinery, Ltd. v. Nicastro,24 it appeared that its purpose was to resolve
the long-festering Asahi split. The case seemed a reasonable candi-
date for resolving the question, and much of the briefing assumed as
much.25 As appeared from the state-court record, the defendant was
J. McIntyre Machinery ("J. McIntyre"), an English company manufac-

16. Id. at 121 (Stevens, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment).
17. Id. at 114-16 (majority opinion).
18. Id. at 107.
19. Id. at 114-15; id. at 116 (Brennan, J., concurring in part and concurring in the

judgment); id. at 121 (Stevens, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment).
20. PETER HAY, PATRICK J. BORCHERS & SYMEON C. SYMEONIDES, CONFLICT OF

LAws 419 (5th ed. 2009).
21. Id.
22. Id. at 420.
23. Id. at 420-21.
24. 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011).
25. See, e.g., Brief of Law Professors as Amici Curiae in Support of Respondents, J.

McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011), 2010 WL 5312677; Brief of the
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turing, among other things, large scrap metal processing machines. J.
McIntyre sold its machines to an independent (though similarly
named) U.S. distributor in Ohio, who in turn sold the machine to a
New Jersey company after its president visited a J. McIntyre trade
show display booth in Las Vegas, Nevada. The machine was pur-
chased for about $24,000 and delivered to New Jersey, where its
blades severed four fingers from the hand of the plaintiff, allegedly, as
the result of a defective design. 26 A divided New Jersey Supreme
Court found jurisdiction over the English manufacturer, adhering to
its earlier opinions that adopted the Brennan view of the stream-of-
commerce test.27 It seemed that the Supreme Court would finally
choose between the two tests.

The second difficult question, left unresolved for much more than
a quarter century, was the quantum of contacts necessary for what
has come to be known as general jurisdiction. The term general juris-
diction-taken from a famous law review article 28 and eventually
adopted by the Supreme Court 29-connotes jurisdiction independent
of the subject of the dispute or, as the Court now sometimes now calls
it, all purpose jurisdiction.s0 This sort of jurisdiction differs from spe-
cific or, as the Court now sometimes now calls it, case-linked jurisdic-
tion.31 The Supreme Court suggested the distinction in its seminal
International Shoe v. State of Washington32 opinion, in which it said
that jurisdiction might exist on "causes of action arising from dealings
entirely distinct from" the defendant's contacts so long as they were
"continuous and systematic,"33 while even isolated contacts might suf-
fice for jurisdiction if the defendant's "obligations arise out of or are
connected with the activities within the state . . . ."

The Supreme Court's general jurisdiction jurisprudence was (and
remains) sparse. The one case universally cited as an example of ap-
propriate contact-based general jurisdiction is Perkins v. Benguet Con-
solidated Mining Co. 35 In Perkins, the corporate defendant

Product Liability Advisory Council, Inc. as Amicus Curiae in Support of Petitioner, J.
McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011), 2010 WL 4717267.

26. See Nicastro v. McIntyre Mach. America, Ltd., 987 A.2d 575, 578 (N.J. 2010),
rev'd, 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011).

27. Nicastro, 987 A.2d at 589.
28. Arthur von Mehren & Donald Trautman, Jurisdiction to Adjudicate: A Sug-

gested Analysis, 79 HARv. L. REV. 1121, 1136 (1966).
29. See, e.g., Helicopteros Nacionales de Colombia, S. A. v. Hall, 466 U.S. 408, 414-

15 (1983).
30. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown, 131 S. Ct. 2846, 2851 (2011).
31. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2851.
32. 326 U.S. 310 (1945).
33. Int'l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 317-18 (1945).
34. Int'l Shoe, 326 U.S. at 319.
35. 342 U.S. 437 (1952).
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temporarily relocated its headquarters from the Philippines to Ohio
during World War I1.36 A shareholder commenced a state court suit
in Ohio against the corporation. The shareholder claimed the com-
pany had failed to make dividend payments and issue stock to which
she was entitled. The Supreme Court quoted International Shoe's con-
tinuous and systematic contacts language and held that the Ohio
courts had jurisdiction over the corporation.37

Perkins is now generally thought to stand for the proposition that
a corporate defendant is subject to personal jurisdiction in the state in
which it has its principal place of business,38 but the case is a thin
reed to bear the weight of an entire theory of jurisdiction. First, it
seems likely, under modern theories of what counts as a related con-
tact, that the corporation's Ohio activities were related to the plain-
tiffs causes of action.39 Second, the case was nearly an advisory
opinion. The Ohio courts had concluded, apparently as a matter of
state law, that they did not have jurisdiction, which would have de-
prived the United States Supreme Court of appellate jurisdiction.40 A
majority of the United States Supreme Court, however, concluded that
the Ohio Supreme Court's conclusion rested at least in part on a mis-
taken view of the minimum contacts test, a position vindicated when,
on remand, the Ohio Supreme Court concluded that the forum state
had jurisdiction.4 1

After Perkins, and prior to Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations,
S.A. v. Brown,42 the Supreme Court's only other venture into the

36. Perkins v. Benguet Consol. Mining Co., 342 U.S. 437, 447-48 (1952).
37. Perkins, 342 U.S. at 445.
38. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2856.
39. The more restrictive tests for what counts as a related contact are generally

referred to as either the substantive relevance or proximate cause tests. For an exam-
ple of the former, see Tecre Co. v. Buttonpro, Inc., 387 F. Supp. 2d 927, 933 (E.D. Wis.
2005) (citing Marino v. Hyatt Corp., 793 F.2d 427, 430 (1st Cir. 1986)); for examples of
the latter, see United Elec., Radio & Mach. Workers of Am. v. 163 Pleasant St. Corp.,
960 F.2d 1080, 1089 (1st Cir. 1992); Morris v. Barkbuster, Inc., 923 F.2d 1277, 1281 (8th
Cir. 1991); Pizarro v. Hoteles Concorde Int'l, C.A., 907 F.2d 1256, 1259-60 (1st Cir.
1990); Marino, 793 F.2d at 429-30; Pearrow v. Nat'l Life & Accident Ins. Co., 703 F.2d
1067, 1068-69 (8th Cir. 1983). These tests are similar and, generally, require that
events in the forum be of importance to the substance of the case before being allowed to
count as related contacts. On the record in Perkins, it appears that the decisions to not
grant the dividends and issue the stock to the plaintiff were made in Ohio, at least in
part, which would make them related contacts. The less restrictive test is the but-for
test, which counts as a related contact any event in the forum that ultimately leads to
the liability-creating events. The most common sort of event of this kind is advertising
in the forum that then draws the plaintiff into another state where the injury occurs.
See, e.g., Shute v. Carnival Cruise Lines, 897 F.2d 377, 385 (9th Cir. 1990), rev'd on
other grounds, 499 U.S. 585 (1991).

40. Perkins, 342 U.S. at 449 (Minton, J., dissenting).
41. See Perkins v. Benguet Consol. Mining Co., 107 N.E.2d 203 (Ohio 1952).
42. 131 S. Ct. 2846 (2011).
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realm of contacts-based general jurisdiction was Helicopteros Nacion-
ales de Columbia v. Hall.4 3 In Helicopteros, the plaintiffs were the
families of U.S. citizens killed in a helicopter crash in South America,
allegedly as a result of the negligence of a South American helicopter
transport service.44 The Supreme Court concluded that the defen-
dant's purchase of about four million dollars in helicopters and spare
parts from Texas-based Bell Helicopter was not enough to create gen-
eral jurisdiction in Texas.45 As in Perkins, however, the Supreme
Court did not address the potentially interesting question of whether
the defendant's activities in the forum were sufficiently related to the
cause of action to give rise to specific jurisdiction; instead the Court
held that the plaintiffs had waived that argument. 46 Because one of
the plaintiffs' claims was negligent training of the pilots, at least some
of which occurred in the forum state of Texas, Helicopteros might have
made for a fruitful discussion of what relationship specific jurisdiction
demands there was between the contacts and the claims.47 Left with
a huge gulf of scenarios falling between locating a defendant, locating
its principal place of business, and making unrelated purchases in the
forum, lower courts predictably struggled to find any markers as to
where the activities cross the threshold and allow for general
jurisdiction.48

The state court record appeared to show that Goodyear made for a
reasonable intermediate case that would allow for some guidance in
this vast territory uncharted by the United States Supreme Court.
The plaintiffs were the families of two 13-year-old boys from North
Carolina, who, while traveling with their soccer team, died in a bus
accident in Paris, France.49 They alleged that the plies on the bus's
tires separated, leading to the fatal accident.8 0 The plaintiffs sued the
Turkish subsidiary, along with various European subsidiaries of
Goodyear because the Turkish subsidiary of Goodyear Tire and Rub-
ber Co.-the U.S. parent corporation-manufactured the tires.5 1 Be-
tween 2004 and 2007, the Goodyear subsidiaries sold between 40,000
and 50,000 tires in North Carolina, though not the tires that allegedly

43. 466 U.S. 408 (1984).
44. Helicopteros Nacionales de Columbia v. Hall, 466 U.S. 408, 409 (1984).
45. Helicopteros, 466 U.S. at 417 ("[Plurchases and related trips, standing alone,

are not a sufficient basis for a State's assertion of jurisdiction.").
46. Id. at 418.
47. HAY, BORCHERS & SYMEONIDES, supra note 20, at 406.
48. Id. at 411-13.
49. Brown v. Meter, 681 S.E.2d 382, 384 (N.C. App. 2009), rev'd sub nom. Good-

year, 131 S. Ct. 2846.
50. Brown, 681 S.E.2d at 384.
51. Id.
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caused the fatal accident.5 2 The trial court found that the subsidiaries
had continuous and systematic contacts with North Carolina as a re-
sult of their unrelated sales,53 North Carolina's intermediate appel-
late court affirmed, 54 and the North Carolina Supreme Court declined
to review the case.55 When the United States Supreme Court took the
case it seemed likely that it would tell us whether unrelated sales
were sufficiently more significant than the unrelated purchases that
were found wanting in Helicopteros.

II. THE TWO OPINIONS

J. McIntyre Machinery, Ltd. v. Nicastro5 6 and Goodyear Dunlop
Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown57 were argued back-to-back and de-
cided on the same day. For that reason alone they will be forever
linked, as were World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson5 8 and Rush
v. Savchuk,5 9 both decided on the same day in 1980. To be sure, the
two new opinions address different issues and will have different con-
sequences, but their pairing binds them in important ways.

A. J. McINTYRE MACHINERY, LTD. V. NICASTRO

Justice Kennedy's plurality opinion in J. McIntyre Machinery,
Ltd. v. Nicastro60 began with a strange formulation of the issue. His
opinion stated: "Whether a person or entity is subject to [state-court
jurisdiction] despite not having been present in the State either at the
time of the suit or at the time of the alleged injury . . . is a question
that arises with great frequency in the routine court of litigation."6 1

Justice Kennedy then attributed the lack of clarity on this issue to the
"decades-old questions left open in Asahi. . . ."62 This was uncharita-
ble, even to the splintered Asahi Metal Industry Co. v. Superior Court
of California Court.63 What the plurality described is the issue in es-
sentially every close jurisdictional case, not just the stream-of-com-
merce cases such as Asahi.

With the issue thus oddly defined, the plurality moved on to a
recitation of the facts that essentially mirrored the New Jersey Su-

52. Id. at 385.
53. Id. at 386.
54. Id. at 395.
55. Brown v. Meter, 695 S.E.2d 756 (N.C. 2010).
56. 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011).
57. 131 S. Ct. 2846 (2011).
58. 444 U.S. 286 (1980).
59. 444 U.S. 320 (1980).
60. 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011).
61. J. McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 131 S. Ct. 2780, 2785 (2011).
62. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2785.
63. 480 U.S. 102 (1987).
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preme Court's summary.64 However, the plurality set forth three
facts it described as having been offered in defense of the assertion of
jurisdiction, but recast them as counseling against the assertion of ju-
risdiction.65 First, the plurality noted, "J. McIntyre itself did not sell
its machines to buyers in this country beyond the U.S. distributor, and
there is no allegation that the distributor was under J. McIntyre's con-
trol."66 Second, Justice Kennedy stressed, although J. McIntyre ad-
vertised its machines at various conventions in the United States,
"[tihe conventions took place in various States, but never in New
Jersey."67 Finally, the plurality emphasized, "no more than four ma-
chines (the record suggests only one . . .), including the machine that
caused the injuries that are the basis for this suit, ended up in New
Jersey."68

With J. McIntyre's connection to New Jersey thus minimized, the
plurality announced that the New Jersey Supreme Court erred in
finding jurisdiction, but attributed its error in part to Asahi, and an-
nounced wishfully: "this case presents an opportunity to provide
greater clarity."69 The plurality then launched into a doctrinal as-
sault on what it described as being "[f reeform notions of fundamental
fairness divorced from traditional practice"70 which it saw as responsi-
ble for excessive reaching by state courts, such as the New Jersey deci-
sions below. The plurality argued that the traditional hallmark of
specific jurisdiction, that the defendant "purposefully avails itself of
the privilege of conducting activities within the forum state,"7 ' is
properly understood as a function of a sovereign exercise of power.72

In language reminiscent of the implied consent cases of the Pennoyer
v. Nefft3 era, 74 the plurality described the fundamental requirement
of jurisdiction that "[a] person . . . submit[s] to a State's
authority . . .. "5

The plurality then moved on to call into question the basic foun-
dations of stream-of-commerce jurisdiction. Rather than concerning
itself immediately with the O'Connor-Brennan split, the plurality ar-
gued that "[t]he imprecision arising from Asahi, for the most part, re-

64. See supra notes 25-26 and accompanying text.
65. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2786.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id. at 2787.
71. Id. (quoting Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 253 (1958)).
72. Id.
73. 95 U.S. 714 (1877).
74. See, e.g., Hess v. Pawloski, 274 U.S. 352 (1927).
75. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2787.
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sults from its statements of the relation between jurisdiction and the
'stream of commerce.'" 76 Describing it as a metaphor that could be
both helpful and harmful, the plurality contended that the stream-of-
commerce concept "does not amend any general rule of personal juris-
diction,"77 but then harkened back to its general formulation that ju-
risdiction depends on submission to sovereign authority.78

Reviewing the O'Connor-Brennan split in Asahi, the plurality
sided with O'Connor, but offered an even more restrictive view of a
state's lawful exercise of personal jurisdiction. A products-liability de-
fendant, the plurality concluded, could only be subject to jurisdiction
"where the defendant can be said to have targeted the forum; as a
general rule, it is not enough that the defendant might have predicted
that its goods will reach the forum State."79 Though the plurality's
endorsement of Justice O'Connor's position was more implicit than ex-
plicit, it clearly rejected Justice Brennan's test: "Justice Brennan's
concurrence, advocating a rule based on general notions of fairness
and foreseeability, is inconsistent with the premises of lawful judicial
power."80

Although having made clear that J. McIntyre's contacts with New
Jersey could not satisfy the targeting test, the plurality dove into an
extended dictum in an apparent effort to explain and harmonize its
sovereignty-based analysis with earlier decisions. The plurality reit-
erated that its approach "requires a forum-by-forum, or sovereign-by-
sovereign, analysis."8' This, however, ran the plurality headlong into
the Court's early 1980's pronouncement that "[plersonal jurisdiction,
of course, restricts 'judicial power not as a matter of sovereignty, but
as a matter of individual liberty . .'"82 After quoting this language,
however, the plurality steered in the other direction, stating: "But
whether a judicial judgment is lawful depends on whether the sover-
eign has authority to render it."83 The plurality then attempted to
ground its sovereignty analysis in general propositions about the
structure of states and their relation to the federal government. 84 The
plurality off-handedly seemed to endorse a national contacts test, at
least in cases in which the relevant relationship was with the federal

76. Id. at 2788.
77. Id.
78. Id.
79. Id.
80. Id. at 2879.
81. Id.
82. Id. (quoting Ins. Corp. of Ir. v. Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinee, 456 U.S.

694, 703 n. 10 (1982)).
83. Id.
84. Id.
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government,85 and then in the same breath revived the discredited
interstate federalism dictum from World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v.
Woodson86 by stating that "if another State were to assert jurisdiction
in an inappropriate case, it would upset the federal balance, which
posits that each State has a sovereignty that is not subject to unlawful
intrusion by other States."87 The opinion then noted that none of this
was of any particular relevance to foreign parties such as J. McIntyre
or the Asahi defendants, which then prompted a contrived hypotheti-
cal about the havoc that Justice Brennan's approach could wreak on a
small Florida farmer selling his produce.88 However, in the course of
the attempt to discredit Justice Brennan's Asahi opinion, the J. McIn-
tyre plurality completely ignored Brennan's endorsement of the rea-
sonableness check on jurisdiction, which likely would have voided an
exercise of jurisdiction on the hypothetical facts posited by the
plurality.8 9

Switching gears again, the plurality then opined that while J. Mc-
Intyre targeted the United States as a whole, it did not specifically
target New Jersey.90 This prompted the plurality to muse about
whether Congress might be able to enact a federal long-arm statute
that would authorize jurisdiction, but then made the obvious point
that Congress had not done so, rendering moot the question of what
effect such a statute would have.91 Finally, the plurality dismissively
rejected the New Jersey Supreme Court's invocation of the need for a
New Jersey plaintiff, injured in New Jersey, to have access to a conve-
nient forum. 92 That need, the plurality concluded, was a mere expedi-
ency that had to give way to the liberty interests of the English
manufacturer.93

Much of the plurality's reasoning was skewered by Justice
Breyer's concurrence in the judgment and Justice Ginsburg's dissent.

85. Id.
86. 444 U.S. 286 (1980). In World-Wide, the Court attempted to ground personal

jurisdiction on notions of interstate federalism. World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Wood-
son, 444 U.S. 286, 293 (1980). The Court quickly retreated from this in Bauxites, how-
ever, when it noticed the obvious problem that the well-accepted notion that an
objection to personal jurisdiction can be waived by individuals is incompatible with the
idea that limits on personal jurisdiction prevent states from intruding on each others'
sovereignty. Bauxites, 456 U.S. at 703 n.10.

87. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2789.
88. Id. at 2790.
89. Remarkably, neither the plurality, concurring, nor dissenting opinions ever

commented upon the rationale that led to a unanimous result in Asahi. On the reasona-
bleness test, see PETER HAY, PATRICK J. BORCHERS & SYMEON C. SYMEONIDES, CONFLICT
OF LAws 419 (5th ed. 2009).

90. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2790.
91. Id.
92. Id.
93. Id.
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Justice Breyer's concurrence in the judgment noted that the New
Jersey Supreme Court's broad conception of personal jurisdiction
rested in part on its view of the realities of global commerce. 94 How-
ever, Justice Breyer was reluctant to use J. McIntyre as a vehicle to
examine those issues, because, in his view, it did not present them.95

Indeed, it would be hard to find a more "old school" case than J. McIn-
tyre. It involved the sale of an industrial machine, used for the rust
belt industry of scrap metal processing and marketed in the most
traditional of ways-through trade shows. As Justice Breyer correctly
perceived, the case might have been a much different one had the
plaintiffs employer custom ordered the machine from an interactive
website used by the defendant to market its product.96

Because of its old-school hue, Justice Breyer thought the Court's
earlier precedents controlled the result.97 Justice Breyer made much
of the fact that the record disclosed only one sale of a machine of this
sort in New Jersey.98 This, Justice Breyer argued, made the case in-
appropriate for jurisdiction under either the O'Connor or Brennan test
as set forth in Asahi.99 Justice Breyer also suggested that the plain-
tiff might have been able to prove additional facts that showed a pur-
poseful connection to New Jersey, but because the plaintiff bore the
burden of establishing jurisdiction, the concurrence was unwilling to
assume any such facts. 00

The concurrence moved on to point out some of the difficulties
with the strict sovereignty-based approach advocated by the plurality.
The concurrence wondered, for instance, what the plurality's targeting
test might mean in the case of a huge online retailer such as Amazon.
com.' 0 Justice Breyer's opinion, however, criticized the New Jersey
Supreme Court and amici supporting the affirmance as advocating for
an automatic rule of jurisdiction in the case of a product sale in the
forum.10 2 Here, however, like the plurality, the concurrence ignored
the reasonableness test that united the Asahi Court in the result and

94. Id. at 2791 (Breyer, J., concurring in the judgment).
95. Id.
96. Id. at 2793; see also Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo DOT Com, Inc., 952 F. Supp. 1119

(W.D. Pa. 1997) (opining jurisdiction over maker of a website depends on whether it is
interactive or passive in nature); Patrick J. Borchers, Internet Libel: The Consequences
of a Non-Rule Approach to Personal Jurisdiction, 98 Nw. U. L. REV. 473 (2004) (arguing
that the Zippo distinction between interactive and passive sites is an unsatisfactory
vehicle for evaluating claims of jurisdiction in cases of libel over the Internet).

97. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2791 (Breyer, J., concurring in the judgment).
98. Id. at 2792.
99. Id.

100. Id.
101. Id. at 2793.
102. Id.
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surely could have mitigated some of the results in the parade of hor-
ribles that the concurrence posed.

Justice Ginsburg, also writing for Justices Sotomayor and Kagan,
took steady and sure aim at the plurality's reasoning and result. The
dissent began by making the obvious point that J. McIntyre was at-
tempting to sell as many machines as it could in the U.S. market; the
particular state or region made no difference to it.' 0 3 The dissent ar-
gued that a majority of the Court was allowing J. McIntyre to hide
behind its distributor and avoid jurisdiction in the U.S. "except per-
haps in States where its products are sold in sizeable quantities."104

Unlike the plurality, which went to considerable lengths to dis-
tance J. McIntyre from the forum, the dissent pointed to important
connections to New Jersey. A selling point of the machine in question
was "[that its] design guarantees serviceability 'wherever [its custom-
ers] may be based."' 05 The dissent also pointed out that New Jersey
processes more scrap metal than any other U.S. state, so New Jersey
was de facto a target market of any manufacturer of a machine such
as the one that injured the plaintiff. 06 The president of the New
Jersey company that purchased the machine learned of it at the an-
nual convention of the Institute of Scrap Metal Industries, which took
place that year in Las Vegas, Nevada, collected $3,000 for a 10-foot by
10-foot booth from exhibitors such as J. McIntyre, and draws more
than 3,000 potential customers annually. 07 J. McIntyre exhibited at
every convention from 1990 through 2005, acknowledging that it
hoped to make sales anywhere within the United States.' 08 J. McIn-
tyre retained an independent corporation called "McIntyre America"
as its exclusive U.S. distributor from at least 1995 through 2001 and
enjoyed relatively robust U.S. sales.' 09 McIntyre America, while cor-
porately separate from J. McIntyre, worked closely with the latter in
order to conclude as many U.S. sales as possible." 0

The dissent moved on to the plurality's sovereignty-based analy-
sis. Justice Ginsburg correctly noted that because a foreign defendant
was involved, no serious argument could be made that New Jersey's
exercise of jurisdiction would "tread on the domain, or diminish the

103. Id. at 2794 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
104. Id. at 2795. The dissent went on to argue the plurality was allowing J. McIn-

tyre to "Pilate-like wash its hands of a product by having independent distributors
market it.'" Id. (quoting Russell J. Weintraub, A Map Out of the Personal Jurisdiction
Labyrinth, 28 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 531, 555 (1995)).

105. Id.
106. Id.
107. Id. at 2796.
108. Id.
109. Id.
110. Id.
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sovereignty, of any sister State.""' Further, as she noted, the Court
had expressly rejected the notion that the presence of state sover-
eignty concerns, vel non, could dictate the result of a jurisdictional
challenge. 112 The dissent quite correctly pointed out that after the
Court's last serious flirtation with state sovereignty as the foundation
of the minimum contacts test the Court beat a hasty retreat two years
later.113 Finally, the dissent lambasted the plurality for reinvigo-
rating the long-discarded notions of implied consent as a basis for ju-
risdictional analysis.114

The dissent then focused in on what seemingly should be the
heart of the matter with regard to any due process inquiry, which is
fundamental fairness to the litigants, including the plaintiff.115 In a
crucial paragraph, the dissent reasoned:

The modern approach to jurisdiction over corporations and
other legal entities, ushered in by International Shoe, gave
prime place to reason and fairness. Is it not fair and reasona-
ble, given the mode of trading of which this case is an exam-
ple, to require the international seller to defend at the place
its products cause injury? Do not litigational convenience
and choice-of-law considerations point in that direction? On
what measure of reason and fairness can it be considered un-
due to require McIntyre UK to defend in New Jersey as an
incident of its efforts to develop a market for its industrial
machines anywhere and everywhere in the United States? Is
not the burden on McIntyre UK to defend in New Jersey fair,
i.e., a reasonable cost of transacting business internationally,
in comparison to the burden on Nicastro to go to Nottingham,
England to gain recompense for an injury he sustained using
McIntyre's product at his workplace in Saddle Brook, New
Jersey?" 6

The dissent then noted that J. McIntyre appeared to care little
about which U.S. state was the forum. It had hopes of avoiding U.S.
courts and law altogether." 7 The dissent turned to a discussion of
World-Wide and Asahi, noting correctly that in the latter's case the
"dueling opinions of Justice Brennan and Justice O'Connor were

111. Id. at 2798.
112. Id.
113. Id. (citing Ins. Corp. of Ir. v. Compangie des Bauxites de Guinee, 456 U.S. 694,

703 n.10 (1982) and Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 204 (1977) for the proposition that
state sovereignty is not central to jurisdictional analysis).

114. Id. at 2799.
115. See, e.g., Patrick J. Borchers, Jones v. Flowers: An Essay on a Unified Theory of

Procedural Due Process, 40 CREIGHTON L. REV. 343 (2007).
116. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2800-01 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (footnotes omitted).
117. Id. at 2801.
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hardly necessary" given the unanimity of the result."i8 As Justice
Ginsburg pointed out, J. McIntyre was a much better case for stream-
of-commerce jurisdiction than Asahi given the defendant's attendance
at trade shows and its employ of a U.S. distributor-facts completely
absent in the case of the Asahi valve manufacturer.19 Finally, the
dissent noted one of the most bitter ironies to the plaintiff. The Brus-
sels Regulation,120 which operates as the European Union's long-arm
statute and thus binds Britain, clearly would allow for jurisdiction in
the nation of the injury on these facts. Article 5(3) of the Brussels
Regulation, and its predecessor Convention, allows for tort jurisdic-
tion "in the courts of the place where the harmful event occurred."121
The predecessor Brussels Convention, which was authoritatively in-
terpreted to allow for jurisdiction both in the place of the wrongful
conduct and where the injury was felt, would allow for jurisdiction in
New Jersey were it part of the European Union.122

B. GooDYEAR DUNLOP TIREs OPERATIONs, S.A. v. BRowN

As in J. McIntyre Machinery, Ltd. v. Nicastro,123 the Supreme
Court's opinion in Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v.
Brown' 24 began with a statement of the issue, but the Goodyear state-
ment was more precise. As the Court put it, the question was: "Are
foreign subsidiaries of a U.S. parent corporation amenable to suit in a
state court on claims unrelated to any activity of the subsidiaries in
the forum state?"125 The Court then proceeded to state the facts es-
sentially as they had been found by the state courts below.126

The Court moved on to explain that specific jurisdiction had no
applicability to the foreign subsidiaries.127 Unlike some recent lower
court decisions, which have presented close calls as to whether the
contacts were connected with the claim,128 the foreign subsidiaries in-
disputably had no North Carolina activities that could be linked to the
claim. The tires were not manufactured in North Carolina, the tires
allegedly causing the accident were not sold in North Carolina, and

118. Id. at 2803.
119. Id. at 2802-03.
120. Id. at 2803 (citing Council Regulation 44/2001, 2001 O.J. (L 12) 4 (EC)).
121. Id. (citing Council Regulation 44/2001, supra note 120, art. 5(3)).
122. See Case 21/76, Handelskwekerij G. J. Bier B.V. v. Mines de Potasse d'Alsace

S. A., 1976 E.C.R. 1735, 1748-49.
123. 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011).
124. 131 S. Ct. 2846 (2011).
125. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations v. Brown, 131 S. Ct. 2846, 2850 (2011).
126. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2850-51; see supra notes 49-52 and accompanying text.
127. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2850.
128. See, e.g., Moki Mac River Expeditions v. Drugg, 221 S.W.3d 569 (Tex. 2007)

(examining varying approaches to determining what constitutes a related contact for
specific jurisdiction purposes).
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the subsidiaries did not advertise or have any sort of physical presence
in North Carolina. 129 The United States Supreme Court noted, how-
ever, a fundamental confusion exhibited by the North Carolina Court
of Appeals' opinion. The lower court, though acknowledging that the
case was one of general jurisdiction, relied heavily on the stream-of-
commerce cases, and concluded in part that jurisdiction was proper
because the unrelated tire sales in North Carolina took place in the
ordinary course of business. 130 This confusion, or perhaps blending, of
the specific and general jurisdiction tests, misdirected the lower court
away from the applicable general jurisdiction precedents.' 3 '

The Court noted that the tires manufactured by the foreign sub-
sidiaries were of a different design than those intended for the U.S.
market. The tires in question were designed to carry heavier loads
and were built for the road conditions and speed limits in the subsidi-
aries' primary markets.132 Despite this, tens of thousands (out of tens
of millions manufactured) of the subsidiaries' tires were sold in the
forum state, usually as the result of special orders for heavy equip-
ment, such as cement mixers.133 The plaintiffs argued that the fact
the tires were manufactured to meet U.S. Department of Transporta-
tion standards and bore markings that allowed for their sale in the
United States showed a purposeful effort to serve the U.S. market,
including North Carolina.134 The Court, however, accepted the Solici-
tor General's explanation that the conformance with the Department
of Transportation standards and the markings were the result of U.S.
efforts to have other countries use these as indicia that the tires were
safe.135

The Court then turned to a discussion of general jurisdiction and
correctly observed that such jurisdiction had been contemplated in the

129. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2851-52.
130. Id. at 2851 (citing Brown v. Meter, 681 S.E.2d 382, 388 (N.C. App. 2009), rev'd

sub nom. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. 2846).
131. Id. at 2855. Although this is speculation, it seems possible that the North Car-

olina Court of Appeals' mixing of the stream-of-commerce precedents into a general ju-
risdiction case is what caught the U.S. Supreme Court's eye and caused it to grant
certiorari. Other courts have found unrelated sales or other business activities suffi-
cient to sustain general jurisdiction, yet their decisions have gone unreviewed by the
Supreme Court. See, e.g., Bearry v. Beech Aircraft Corp., 818 F.2d 370 (8th Cir. 1987);
Thomason v. Chemical Bank, 661 A.2d 595 (Conn. 1995); Davenport Mach. & Foundry
Co. v. Adolph Coors Co., 314 N.W.2d 432 (Iowa 1982); Reed v. American Airlines, Inc.,
640 P.2d 912 (Mont. 1982); Dillon v. Numismatic Funding Corp., 231 S.E.2d 629 (N.C.
1977); see also PETER RAY, PATRICK J. BORCHERS & SYMEON C. SYMEONIDES, CONFLICT
OF LAws 412 (5th ed. 2009) (noting division in lower courts as to whether substantial in-
state sales can suffice for general jurisdiction).

132. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2852.
133. Id.
134. Id.
135. Id. at 2853 n.2.
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International Shoe v. State of Washington136 decision.' 37 The Court
also noted that the vast majority of its post-International Shoe juris-
prudence had been devoted to elaborating on the boundaries of specific
jurisdiction.13 8

The Court then turned its attention to Perkins v. Benguet Consoli-
dated. Mining Co.,1as and Helicopteros Nacionales de Columbia v.
Hall,140 the only two contracts-based general jurisdiction decisions in
its history. The Court treated Perkins as standing for the proposition
that a corporation is subject to contacts-based general jurisdiction at
its principal place of business.14' The Court turned to the holding of
Helicopteros that unrelated purchases in the forum were insufficient
for contacts-based jurisdiction.142 The Court ruled that the facts of
the Goodyear case were much closer to Helicopteros than to Perkins.
In fact, the Court could discern no principled difference between the
unrelated purchases in Helicopteros and the unrelated sales in Good-
year.143 Synthesizing the precedents, the Court concluded that the
foreign subsidiaries were not amenable to contacts-based general ju-
risdiction because, while the presence of a local plaintiff strengthened
the case for specific jurisdiction, it was not a significant factor in the
general jurisdiction calculus.144 Finally, the Court rejected the plain-
tiffs' late bid to have all of the Goodyear entities treated as a single
enterprise for jurisdictional purpose, holding that they had waived
any such argument by not raising it below.145

136. 326 U.S. 310 (1940).
137. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2853-54.
138. Id. at 2854.
139. 342 U.S. 437 (1952).
140. 466 U.S. 409 (1984).
141. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2856.
142. Id.
143. Id.
144. Id. at 2857 n.5. The Court even went so far as to analogize exercising jurisdic-

tion in such a manner to the famously exorbitant Article 14 of the French Civil Code,
which allows for jurisdiction in French courts over foreign defendants if the plaintiff is
of French nationality. As the Court correctly noted, however, such jurisdiction exists
much more in theory than in practice. The use of Article 14 against domiciliaries of
other European Union nations is specifically forbidden by Article 3, Annex I of the Brus-
sels Regulation. See Council Regulation 44/2001, supra note 120. Moreover, a judg-
ment founded upon such a basis of jurisdiction would be of little practical value unless
the defendant had substantial assets in France, as such an assertion of jurisdiction
would not comply with internationally accepted norms and thus not be recognized by
most nations. See HAY, BORCHERS & SYMENOIDES, supra note 131, at 1496-1504.

145. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2857.
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C. EVALUATION OF THE OPINIONS AND THE QUESTIONs LEFr OPEN

The plurality opinion in J. McIntyre Machinery, Ltd. v. Nicas-
trol 46 is quite possibly the most poorly reasoned and obtuse decision of
the entire minimum contacts era. Its saving grace, if one can call it
that, is that it attracted only four votes. The plurality opinion was
nothing short of a bull-headed attempt to ground personal jurisdiction
in a sovereignty theory. The invocation of sovereignty as the founda-
tion of personal jurisdiction has made little sense since the dawn of
the minimum contacts era. What seemed lost on the plurality was
that while the phrase now most remembered from International Shoe
v. State of Washingtonl47 is minimum contacts, the full clause from
which the test emerged provides that in order for the defendant to be
subject to jurisdiction "he have certain minimum contacts with it such
that the maintenance of the suit does not offend 'traditional notions of
fair play and substantial justice.'" 48 International Shoe further made
clear that deciding whether having the trial away from the defen-
dant's home base would depend at least in part on an estimate of how
genuinely inconvenient it was for the defendant.' 49 At no point did
the International Shoe Court use the word "sovereignty" or any vari-
ant of it.

Given that, it provokes a certain cognitive dissonance to witness
the plurality in J. McIntyre claim that the minimum contacts test had
come loose from its moorings by allowing courts to judge jurisdiction
by "freeform notions of fundamental fairness divorced from traditional
practice." 50 Leaving aside the pejorative adjective freeform, this is
exactly what the International Shoe Court purported to do. As confir-
mation of this, one needs to look no further than Justice Black's con-
currence in International Shoe. Justice Black thought that
International Shoe was an extremely easy case for asserting jurisdic-
tion, and thus that the Court should have dismissed the appeal and
allowed the judgment of the lower court to stand.' 5 ' In fact, given his
rationale, Justice Black would have also thought J. McIntyre to be an
easy case for finding jurisdiction: "For it is unthinkable that the vague
due process clause was ever intended to prohibit a State from regulat-
ing or taxing a business carried on within its boundaries simply be-

146. 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011).
147. 326 U.S. 310 (1940).
148. Int'l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (quoting Milliken v. Meyer, 311

U.S. 457, 463 (1940)).
149. Int'l Shoe, 326 U.S. at 317 ("An 'estimate of the inconveniences' which would

result to the corporation from a trial away from its "home" or principal place of business
is relevant in this connection.").

150, J. McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 131 S. Ct. 2780, 2787 (2011).
151. Int'l Shoe, 326 U.S. at 322 (Black, J., concurring).
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cause this is done by agents of a corporation organized and having its
headquarters elsewhere."152 Later Justice Black stated: "Nor can I
stretch the meaning of due process so far as to authorize this Court to
deprive a State of the right to afford judicial protection to its citizens
on the ground that it would be more 'convenient' for the corporation to
be sued somewhere else."' 53

Justice Black's insight has been entirely lost on the current Court.
The current Court (or at least certainly the J. McIntyre plurality)
writes as if the state has to find a constitutional justification for as-
serting jurisdiction. This stands constitutional law on its head.
States, by asserting jurisdiction, claim the authority to do so under
state law, usually in the form of a long-arm statute.154 The question
then becomes not whether the exercise of jurisdiction is empowered,
but whether it is voided by the Constitution, particularly here the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Black's complaint in
his International Shoe concurrence was that open-ended terms such
as fair play and reasonableness do not appear in the Due Process
Clause.' 55 Black, ever the constitutional literalist,156 preferred to ad-
here to the actual words of the Constitution itself. But the central
point here is that International Shoe was an opinion entirely about
fairness and not state sovereignty. Rather than attempting to recast
minimum contacts as a proxy for state sovereignty, it would have been
more intellectually honest if the plurality had said that it hoped to
overrule International Shoe and return U.S. jurisdiction to Pennoyer-
era notions of sovereignty and consent.

Fortunately, there were only four votes for this remarkable effort
to turn back the clock. Justice Breyer's concurrence, while not directly
addressing the sovereignty rationale, evinced no enthusiasm for it.
Rather, he concluded that because the plaintiff had proved nothing
beyond the sale of a single machine in New Jersey, the attempted as-
sertion of jurisdiction would have failed under either Asahi Metal In-
dustry Co. v. Superior Court of California'57 test. The dissent was
openly and appropriately hostile to the sovereignty theory of the plu-

152. Id. at 323.
153. Id. at 325.
154. See Goodyear Dunlap Tires Operations, S.A., v. Brown, 131 S. Ct. 2846, 2855

(2011).
155. Int'l Shoe, 326 U.S. at 325 (Black, J., concurring in the judgment) ("There is a

strong emotional appeal in the words 'fair play', 'justice', and 'reasonableness.' But they
were not chosen by those who wrote the original Constitution or the Fourteenth Amend-
ment as a measuring rod for this Court to use in invalidating State or Federal laws
passed by elected legislative representatives.").

156. See OWEN M. Fiss, LIBERALISM DIVIDED: FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND THE MANY
USES OF STATE POWER 112-13 (1996).

157. 480 U.S. 102 (1987).
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rality. While not explicitly endorsing the Brennan test, the dissent
argued that a single five-figure sale of such a machine in the state
that leads the nation in processing scrap metal surely sufficed to show
purposeful availment of the forum state market.

As daunting as are the theoretical problems posed by J. McIntyre,
the practical ones are more so. Under the plurality's theory, a plain-
tiff like Nicastro might not have a U.S. forum at all. The only reason-
able candidate would be Ohio, where the U.S. distributor was located
and J. McIntyre shipped its machines. But would even Ohio satisfy
the plurality's targeting test? One could easily imagine a court reach-
ing the conclusion that because Ohio was merely a way station for
machines destined for other states, the English distributor did not tar-
get the Ohio market. This would result in the bizarre conclusion that
a foreign distributor, intentionally exploiting the U.S. market (even on
the plurality's account),158 is nonetheless not amenable to jurisdiction
in any state.

The plurality opinion, however, is not the law. Justice Breyer's
concurrence resolved the case by resorting to Asahi, and his opinion is
far more consonant with the rationale of the dissent than the plural-
ity. Because Justice Breyer's opinion and the dissent commanded five
votes combined, and the concurrence involved the narrowest rationale
for invalidating the attempted exercise of jurisdiction, lower courts
will likely follow Justice Breyer's opinion.' 59 But following Justice
Breyer's concurrence in the judgment is no straightforward matter.
That opinion gives no hint as to whether it favors the Brennan or the
O'Connor view of the stream of commerce, leaving lower courts
marooned as before. Perhaps the only thing one can say for certain is
that the stream of commerce cannot be filled by a single drop, even if
that drop comes in the form of a $24,000 industrial machine. Some
regular and substantial number of sales needs to occur in the forum,
but when and where that threshold is crossed is impossible to say.

Also left unclear is the status of the independent reasonableness
test that the Court explicitly adopted in Asahi, and had previously
suggested in Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz.o60 Presumably, this
reasonableness test is the sort of freeform fairness inquiry frowned
upon by the plurality, but at the time Asahi was decided its reasona-
bleness test commanded the vote of every Justice except that of Jus-

158. J. McIntrye, 131 S. Ct. at 2790.
159. Faced with Supreme Court opinions on constitutional issues, lower courts gen-

erally follow the narrowest rationale of the competing opinions. See, e.g., Smith v. Univ.
of Wash., 233 F.3d 1188, 1200 (9th Cir. 2000) (following Justice Powell's opinion in Re-
gents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978), even though no other member of the
Court joined his opinion in full).

160. 471 U.S. 462, 477 (1985).
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tice Scalia.16 But none of the opinions in J. McIntyre (or Goodyear
Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown 6 2 for that matter) even men-
tioned it. The better view is that the independent reasonableness
check on jurisdiction survives. Neither the plurality nor the concur-
rence in the judgment needed to mention it, as they each found mini-
mum contacts wanting. While Justice Ginsburg's dissent did not
mention it, she did make clear that she and the other dissenters
thought jurisdiction over J. McIntyre eminently reasonable,16 3 so the
dissent cannot be faulted for not explicitly addressing it. Further, it
would be strange to find an established doctrine abolished simply be-
cause the Court failed to mention it in a subsequent case; but it would
have been far better if the Court had said something on the matter.

Goodyear does not present the theoretical difficulties that J. Mc-
Intyre does, but the practical issues left in its wake are no less signifi-
cant. At a theoretical level, Goodyear is trivial. The opinion is little
more than an exercise in reasoning by analogy. The facts of Goodyear
were more like Helicopteros than Perkins, ergo the result in Goodyear
should follow Helicopteros, which is to find the attempted exercise of
jurisdiction unconstitutional. Had Goodyear said nothing more it
would been insignificant.

Undoubtedly, however, the most cited language in the opinion
will be that the defendants must be "essentially at home in the forum
state." 164 In fact, Justice Ginsburg quoted it in her J. McIntyre dis-
sent.165 But what does it mean to be essentially at home in a state,
particularly for a corporation? Clearly, from the approving references
to Perkins it is certain that locating a corporation's headquarters in
the forum state is enough, while the facts of Helicopteros and Good-
year make clear that unrelated purchases or sales, even in substantial
quantities, are not. But does this mean that the facts must closely
resemble Perkins before the threshold is passed? The Goodyear opin-
ion noted, seemingly approvingly, that the parent company "Goodyear
USA, which had plants in North Carolina and regularly engaged in
commercial activity there, did not contest the North Carolina court's
jurisdiction over it . . . ."166 If the unanimous opinion in Goodyear
meant to limit corporate contacts-based general jurisdiction to facts

161. Justice Scalia joined the portion of Justice O'Connor's opinion creating the re-
sale plus test in Asahi, but did not join her alternative rationale for finding jurisdiction
unconstitutional on independent reasonableness grounds. All other justices, however,
either joined that portion of her opinion or offered a similar rationale. See Asahi Metal
Indus. Co. v. Superior Court of Cal., 480 U.S. 102, 105 (1987).

162. 131 S. Ct. 2846 (2011).
163. See J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2797 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting)
164. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2851 (emphasis added).
165. See J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2797 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting)
166. Id. at 2850.
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like Perkins, it would make a prophet out of commentators who called
general jurisdiction a myth167 and would have made Goodyear USA's
decision not to challenge jurisdiction foolish because North Carolina is
not Goodyear USA's principal place of business or state of incorpora-
tion.168 It seems unlikely, however, based on the Court's description
of Goodyear USA's contacts that it would have failed to find general
jurisdiction over it. Rather, the opinion's language juxtaposed Good-
year USA's extensive contacts with North Carolina for the rhetorical
value of contrasting them with the relatively sparse contacts of its
subsidiaries. The clear implication was that the contacts of Goodyear
USA were well on the constitutional side of the line while the contacts
of the subsidiaries placed them well on the other side.

This suggests that some sort of permanent commercial presence,
often manifested in physical locations, is the hallmark of general juris-
diction.169 If so, this is perhaps a workable test for a bricks-and-mor-
tar operation such as a tire company. But to return to Justice Breyer's
question from his J. McIntyre concurrence in the judgment, what
about online retailers like Amazon.com?1 70 At least one lower court
opinion prior to Goodyear abortively took the position that a defen-
dant's creation of an online "virtual store" was enough to subject it to
general jurisdiction. 171 It is difficult to say, however, whether this ra-
tionale would survive Goodyear, because that would subject the defen-
dant to general jurisdiction any place that has Internet access, which
is just about anywhere. Lower courts have wrestled with specific ju-
risdiction based on Internet contacts for several years now and have
divided sharply on such common fact patterns as whether a defendant
who posts allegedly libelous information on a website is subject to ju-
risdiction in the state where the statements are read (usually the
plaintiffs home state) or must be sued in the state where the state-
ments were posted (usually the defendant's home state).172 Justice

167. See Mary Twitchell, The Myth of General Jurisdiction, 101 HARv. L. REV. 610
(1988); see also Patrick J. Borchers, The Problem with General Jurisdiction, 2001 U.
CHI. LEGAL F. 119.

168. According to a 2009 filing with United States Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, Ohio is where Goodyear USA is incorporated and has its executive offices. See
SEC Form 8-K for Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., available at http://www.goodyear.com/
investor/pdfl8k/2009/BCL37764BCLOO2_EDGR N_1710.pdf.

169. PETER HAY, PATRICK J. BORCHERS & SYMEON C. SYMEONIDES, CONFLICT OF

LAws 411-12 (5th ed. 2009).
170. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2793 (Breyer, J., concurring in the judgment).
171. Gator.com Corp. v. L.L. Bean, Inc., 341 F.3d 1072 (9th Cir. 2003), vacated en

banc, 366 F.3d 789 (9th Cir. 2004).
172. See, e.g., Baldwin v. Fischer-Smith, 315 S.W.3d 389 (Mo. App. 2010); see also

HAY, BORCHERS & SYMEONIDES, supra note 169, at 473-75 (noting sharp division in

lower court authorities).
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Breyer's lament 73 that, after having stayed silent on the topic for a
quarter of a century, the Court decided to take two cases with no on-
line dimension to them seems well justified.

Also left open are two questions admittedly not presented by
Goodyear, but nonetheless pressing ones. The first is whether con-
tacts-based general jurisdiction applies at all to individuals. In a foot-
note to his plurality opinion in Burnham v. Superior Court of
California, 74 Justice Scalia suggested that the answer to this ques-
tion is no. The Goodyear opinion referred repeatedly to "corporate de-
fendants," which seems to be a hint that contacts-based general
jurisdiction is limited to corporations and presumably other sorts of
business entities. Individual defendants are subject to general juris-
diction at their domicile' 75 and probably their residence as well if it
differs from their domicile but is a substantial residence.' 76 Conced-
edly, successful exercises of general jurisdiction over individuals-
without in-state personal service of process 177-in forum states that
are not their domicile or residence are rare, but not unheard-of.178

However, if Goodyear's at home language is taken to apply to individu-
als, general jurisdiction may be so limited.

The other question that Goodyear left hanging is the extent to
which the contacts of a parent and subsidiary corporation can be at-
tributed to each other. The Goodyear plaintiffs were tardy in raising
this possibility, so the Court avoided the question.' 79 However, the
issue dates back at least to the Court's opinion in Cannon Manufac-
turing. Co. v. Cudahy Packing Co.' 8 0 The Goodyear Court cited with
seeming approval commentary suggesting that the standard for im-
puting contacts ought to be the same as the standard for piercing the
corporate veil for liability purposes.' 8 ' If so, this might work a sub-
stantial change in the law. In other contexts, the Court has let pass
by far more dubious imputations of the activities of related corporate
entities to each other.182 But if the standard is the same as piercing
the veil for liability purposes, it might convert a federal due process

173. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2791 (Breyer, J., concurring in the judgment).
174. 495 U.S. 604, 610 n.1 (1990).
175. See Milliken v. Meyer, 311 U.S. 457 (1940).
176. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAws § 30 (1971).
177. Burnham v. Superior Court of Cal., 495 U.S. 604 (1990) (upholding exercise of

general jurisdiction over individual defendant based on in-state service of process).
178. See BORCHERS, HAY & SYMEONIDES, supra note 169, at 408 (citing ABKCO In-

dus., Inc. v. Lennon, 384 N.Y.S.2d 781 (App. Div. 1976)) (allowing contacts-based gen-
eral jurisdiction over a famous singer with extensive business dealings in the forum).

179. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2857.
180. 267 U.S. 333 (1925).
181. Cannon Mfg. Co. v. Cudahy Packing Co., 267 U.S. 333 (1925).
182. See, e.g., Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft v. Schlunk, 486 U.S. 694 (1988)

(determining service of process on U.S. subsidiary of foreign auto manufacturer consti-
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question to one of state law, as veil-piercing is a state law matter.' 83

This is not to say that plaintiffs ought to be able to obtain jurisdiction
on a unitary enterprise theory simply by pointing to a similar name
and some overlapping ownership, as the Goodyear plaintiffs appar-
ently tried to do.184 But there may be cases in which corporate sepa-
rateness is sufficiently respected to keep them distinct for liability
purposes, yet one directs the other's activities to a sufficient degree
that it could be said that the foreign corporation created minimum
contacts with the forum state by its direction of a local subsidiary.' 85

A question common to the two opinions, but also left hanging, is
the role of choice of law in the jurisdictional calculus. To some extent,
choice of law sits in the corner of the Supreme Court's minimum con-
tacts cases like the uninvited and brooding party guest. The Supreme
Court has all but given up on the notion that there are constitutional
limitations on choice of law, allowing for state courts to apply forum
law based on scant connections' 86 and stepping in only when the con-
nections to the forum are almost completely absent.'8 7 State courts
applying modern theories of choice of law show a very heavy propen-
sity to choose forum law.' 88 I am not advocating that the Supreme
Court begin to set stricter limitations on state choice of law; that
would likely be a cure worse than the disease.' 89 But a reasonable
fear is that the Supreme Court is attempting to indirectly regulate
choice of law by placing too stringent limitations on personal jurisdic-
tion. Only Justice Ginsburg in her J. McIntyre dissent discussed
choice of law at any length, noting that on the facts New Jersey law
would almost certainly apply given that the plaintiffs domicile and
the locus of the accident were both there.o90 Ironically, had the J. Mc-
Intyre case been brought in an English court, it almost certainly would
have applied New Jersey law under the European Union's Rome II
Regulation.e19 But Goodyear is a case that might have been driven in

tuted appropriate domestic service of process, thus obviating need for compliance with
Hague Service Convention).

183. See, e.g., United States v. Bestfoods, 524 U.S. 51, 58-59 (1998).
184. Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. at 2857.
185. HAY, BORCHERS & SYMEONIDES, supra note 169, at 516-17.
186. See Allstate Ins. Co. v. Hague, 449 U.S. 302 (1981).
187. See Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472 U.S. 797, 823 (1985).
188. See Patrick J. Borchers, The Choice-of-Law Revolution: An Empirical Study, 49

WASH. & LEE L. REV. 357, 377 (1992); Michael E. Solimine, An Economic and Empirical
Analysis of Choice of Law, 24 GA. L. REV. 49 (1989).

189. For a thorough listing of the reasons the Supreme Court should not attempt to
regulate state choice of law, see Friedrich K. Juenger, Supreme Court Intervention in
Jurisdiction and Choice of Law: A Dismal Prospect, 14 U.C. DAvis L. REV. 907 (1981).

190. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2801 n.11 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
191. See Council Regulation 864/2007, The Law Applicable to Non-Contractual Obli-

gations (Rome II), art. 5, 2007 O.J. (L 199) 40 (EC) (stating the general rule is that the
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part by a fear that the North Carolina courts would overreach and
apply North Carolina law. While an application of North Carolina law
would almost certainly have been constitutional because of the plain-
tiffs' domicile there,192 it would have been a dubious choice given the
foreign locus of the accident and the foreign nationalities of the de-
fendants. 193 If indeed the Court is attempting to regulate choice of
law, it would be far better to do so directly than indirectly by voiding
the plaintiffs choice of forum.

The combination of the two opinions could also have an unfortu-
nate effect on efforts to assert state law civil claims against human
rights violators and even terrorists. This is no mere theoretical diffi-
culty. Given the United States Supreme Court's narrow reading of the
Alien Tort Claims Act' 94 in Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain,195 and the lack
of a general federal common law of torts, 96 both domestic and foreign
plaintiffs are likely to seek refuge in state courts and attempt to assert
state law tort claims to redress injuries of this sort. Foreign defend-
ants clever enough to operate behind foreign subsidiaries, and who
avoid targeting any particular state, may achieve de facto jurisdic-
tional immunity from state courts. An example of this is the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit's opinion
in Mwani v. bin Laden,197 in which a group of Kenyan victims of an Al
Qaeda and Osama bin Laden directed bombing of the U.S. embassy in
Nairobi, brought an action under the Alien Tort Claims Act.s98 The
D.C. Circuit concluded that the lower federal court could assert juris-
diction over the defendants under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
4(k)(2), but only because no showing had been made that any individ-
ual state would have jurisdiction and that it could therefore aggregate
the contacts with the United States as a whole to find jurisdiction.199

However, under the Supreme Court's reading of the Alien Tort Claims
Act, it is possible that the plaintiffs would now have no federal claim,
and certain that plaintiffs in a case with less extreme facts would have
no federal remedy. As a result, such plaintiffs would be forced to re-

applicable law in products liability actions is that of the place of the plaintiffs habitual
residence).

192. See, e.g.,Allstate, 449 U.S. at 318-19 (applying forum law in large part based on
the plaintiffs later move to the forum state).

193. See HAY, BORCHERS & SYMEONIDES, supra note 169, at 904-06.
194. 28 U.S.C. § 1350 (2006).
195. 542 U.S. 692 (2004) (limiting claims under the Alien Tort Claims Act to of-

fenses generally recognized in the 18th Century as being against the law of nations,
such as offenses against ambassadors).

196. See Erie R.R. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938) (holding that federal courts lack
the power to create independent substantive tort rules).

197. 417 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2005).
198. Mwani v. bin Laden, 417 F.3d 1, 5 (D.C. Cir. 2005).
199. Mwani, 417 F.3d at 11-14.
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sort to state court to plead state law claims, or perhaps to federal court
under diversity and alienage subject matter jurisdiction. 200 In either
case, the plaintiffs would have to demonstrate minimum contacts with
the forum state. They would be so required in state court because
states are constrained by their long-arm statutes and then by the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Federal courts assert-
ing diversity or alienage jurisdiction have the same jurisdictional
reach as their state court counterparts. 201 Perhaps if presented with
such a case, the Supreme Court would distinguish J. McIntyre and
Goodyear as involving foreign businesses involved in ordinary com-
merce as opposed to international human rights violations and terror-
ism. But the sweeping rationales of the two decisions, particularly
that of the J. McIntyre plurality, leave little room for lower courts to
now cleave those distinctions.

III. WHAT NOW?

The law of state-court personal jurisdiction is muddier now, from
both a theoretical and practical standpoint, than it was before the
Court decided J. McIntyre Machinery, Ltd. v. Nicastro202 and Good-
year Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown.20 3 Little harm would
have come from denying certiorari in both cases, and in retrospect it
would have been much better had the Court taken that route.

The theoretical confusion results, as I have argued at length
before, from the fact that the Court has no clear idea of why it is in-
volved in regulating state-court assertions of personal jurisdiction.
The whole notion that the Due Process Clause limits state-court juris-
diction is usually thought to originate from the convoluted Pennoyer v.
Neff204 opinion, though it is quite plausible that the Pennoyer Court
did not mean to set substantive limitations on state-court jurisdic-
tion.205 Moreover, it is quite implausible that a constitutional clause
that confers individual rights against the state could be a vehicle for
importing notions of state sovereignty that connote obligations to the

200. 28 U.S.C. § 1332 (2006).
201. FED R. CIv. P. 4(k)(1)(A); see, e.g., Dever v. Hentzen Coatings, Inc., 380 F.3d

1070, 1073 (8th Cir. 2004) (quoting Morris v. Barkbuster, Inc., 923 F.2d 1277, 1280 (8th
Cir. 1991)) ("A federal court in a diversity action may assume jurisdiction over nonresi-
dent defendants only to the extent permitted by the long-arm statute of the forum state
and by the Due Process Clause.'").

202. 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011).
203. 131 S. Ct. 2846 (2011).
204. 95 U.S. 714 (1877).
205. See supra notes 6-9 and accompanying text.
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state. At least three times in the minimum contacts era206 the Court
has buried the notion that the Due Process Clause imports state sov-
ereignty, but each time-as in a badly produced sequel to a horror
movie-it pulls itself from the grave, and in increasingly grotesque
forms terrorizes the neighborhood.

The constitutionalization of personal jurisdiction-and particu-
larly the wildly vacillating case law that has attended it-has
atrophied legislative powers in the area. The vast majority of states
now have maximalist long-arm statutes that either expressly, or by
state-court interpretation, confer on their states all the jurisdiction
the Constitution will allow.207 While this is a rational response to the
United States Supreme Court's unpredictable jurisprudence, it dimin-
ishes predictability. It is worth noting that well-developed legal sys-
tems of Europe consider the notion that personal jurisdiction is a
matter of constitutional law subject to case-by-case development
faintly absurd.208 Europe's effort to create predictability was to first
negotiate the Brussels and Lugano Conventions, 209 the former now
having been substantially codified by European Union Regulation.210

While it would be an overstatement to say that legislatively created
jurisdictional rules are perfectly predictable in operation, their codifi-
cation almost certainly leads to greater predictability, as well as the
opportunity to amend the rules to adapt to changing conditions. 211

Of course, the unhappy truth is that the Supreme Court seems
unlikely to give up on the notion that state-court assertions of per-
sonal jurisdiction are a matter of constitutional law. Undoubtedly in
some future term-whether the next one or one twenty-five years
from now-the Court will venture forth with another minimum con-
tacts opinion. Perhaps the Court will find a stable theoretical founda-
tion and issue an opinion that answers more questions than it raises.
The Court's track record is not good, but one can always hope. In the

206. See Harold S. Lewis, Jr., The Three Deaths of "State Sovereignty" and the Curse
of Abstraction in the Jurisprudence of Personal Jurisdiction, 58 NOTRE DAME L. REV.
699 (1983).

207. See PETER HAY, PATRICK J. BORCHERS & SYMEON C. SYMEONIDES, CONFLICT OF

LAwS 376-77 (5th ed. 2009).
208. See MATHIAS REIMANN, CONFLICT OF LAWS IN WESTERN EUROPE: A GUIDE

THROUGH THE JUNGLE 67 (1995) (opining the notion that jurisdiction is a matter of con-
stitutional law would be considered "rather fantastic" by European lawyers and judges).

209. See Patrick J. Borchers, Comparing Personal Jurisdiction in the United States
and the European Community: Lessons for American Reform, 40 AM. J. CoMP. L. 121
(1992) (arguing that the Brussels Convention provided greater predictability than the
minimum contacts test).

210. See Council Regulation 44/2001, 2001 O.J. (L 12) 1 (EC).
211. See Patrick J. Borchers, Comparing Personal Jurisdiction in the United States

and the European Community: Lessons for American Reform, 40 AM. J. Comp. L. 121
(1992).
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meanwhile, the demands of global commerce and the needs of plain-
tiffs in an increasingly interconnected world will not wait.

Despite the Supreme Court's apparently near-complete occupa-
tion of the field of jurisdictional regulation, legislative action might
yield some benefits. Two possibilities stand out. Despite the apparent
unimportance of state long-arm statutes, particularly the ones that
simply confer all the jurisdiction that the Constitution will allow,212
the Court continues to pay attention to them. In Goodyear, for in-
stance, Justice Ginsburg devoted a paragraph to noting that the North
Carolina long-arm statute's provision for "foreign act, local injury" did
not apply to the facts of that case. 213 Seemingly this would be entirely
beside the point because the lower court decided that North Carolina's
long-arm statute conferred jurisdiction and the statute has been con-
strued to confer all the jurisdiction the Constitution will allow. 214 The
Court, however, has occasionally dropped hints that a specific jurisdic-
tional statute might constitute an expression of a state's interest to
which it might defer. 215

In one circumstance a legislative response of this sort seemed to
work. In Shaffer v. Heitner,216 the Supreme Court ruled that officers
and directors of Delaware companies do not necessarily have mini-
mum contacts with Delaware simply by having accepted their posi-
tions. The Delaware legislature responded with what, at the time,
appeared to be an oddly drafted statute providing that officers and
directors of companies incorporated in Delaware impliedly consent to
jurisdiction. 217 As antiquated as the implied consent language then
appeared to be, the Supreme Court appeared to invite a legislative
response when, in finding that the minimum contacts test was not
met, commented on the lack of a specific Delaware statute conferring
jurisdiction over officers and directors.218 The Delaware Supreme
Court upheld the constitutionality of the statute.219

Odd as it may seem in an era of maximalist long-arm statutes, a
possible response to Goodyear and J. McIntyre might be to draft state
statutes that specifically address jurisdiction over foreign corpora-

212. See, e.g., CAL. CODE Cfv. PROC. § 410.10 (1970).
213. Goodyear Dunlap Tires Operations, S.A., v. Brown, 131 S. Ct. 2846, 2855

(2011).
214. See Brown v. Meter, 681 S.E.2d 382, 387 (N.C. App. 2009), rev'd sub nom.

Goodyear, 131 S. Ct. 2846.
215. See, e.g., Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 214-15 (1977) ("[If the forum state]

perceived its interest in securing jurisdiction over corporate fiduciaries to be as great as
[the plaintiffl suggests, we would expect it to have enacted a statute more clearly de-
signed to protect that interest.").

216. 433 U.S. 186 (1977).
217. See DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10, § 3114 (2011).
218. Shaffer, 433 U.S. at 214-15.
219. Armstrong v. Pomerance, 423 A.2d 174 (Del. 1980).
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tions. Moreover, given the J. McIntyre plurality's fascination with
sovereignty and submission to jurisdiction, Delaware's approach now
appears prescient. 220 State legislatures might pick a fairly high dollar
volume of business in their state-say one million dollars-and pro-
vide that any foreign corporation that transacts that much or more
business in the state impliedly consents to jurisdiction in any suit in
which a forum resident is injured. Such a statute may not have
changed the result in Goodyear or J. McIntyre, but it might change the
result in future cases. If states attempt to draw some clear line be-
tween what they consider to be insubstantial and substantial business
activity within their borders, the Court may defer to that judgment.

The second change is at the federal level. The J. McIntyre plural-
ity noted the implications of its sovereignty-based approach and indi-
rectly endorsed a national contacts standard-essentially treating the
United States as one large state and asking whether the foreign corpo-
ration has minimum contacts with the United States as a whole-as-
suming the assertion of jurisdiction is federal, and not that of a state
court.2 2 1 The plurality suggested that Congress might intervene to
create such jurisdiction. Perhaps Congress might intervene, but a
simpler route would be to amend the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
In response to the Supreme Court's opinion in Omni Capital Interna-
tional v. Rudolf Wolff & Co.,222 which found a lack of jurisdiction be-
cause neither the forum state's long-arm statute nor the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure authorized it, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
4(k)(2) was adopted. That rule provides that "for a claim that arises
under federal law" a federal court may exercise jurisdiction to the con-
stitutional limits if the defendant is not subject to jurisdiction in any
state court. 223 Because federal courts are constrained by the Due Pro-
cess Clause of the Fifth Amendment, as opposed to the Fourteenth
Amendment, which constrains state courts, courts have understood
Rule 4(k)(2) to authorize jurisdiction under some variant of the na-
tional contacts test.224 This is a sensible position, because if the fed-
eral courts operated under the same geographic constraints as state
courts, Rule 4(k)(2) would have effect in only the rarest of cases. 225

220. As noted above, the plurality opinion is not the law. See supra note 159 and
accompanying text. An implied consent statute may find favor with the J. McIntyre
plurality members, however, and would certainly do nothing to discourage the justices
joining the concurring and dissenting opinions from finding jurisdiction.

221. J. McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 131 S. Ct. 2780, 2789 (2011).
222. 484 U.S. 97 (1987).
223. FED. R. Civ. P. 4(k)(2).
224. See, e.g., Touchcom, Inc. v. Bereskin & Parr, 574 F.3d 1403, 1414 (Fed. Cir.

2009); Mwani v. Bin Laden, 417 F.3d 1, 11-14 (D.C. Cir. 2005).
225. Because most state long-arm statutes go to the constitutional maximum, if fed-

eral courts were under the same constraint of needing to show that the defendant has
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Moreover, the J. McIntyre plurality seemingly endorsed the national
contacts test for federal courts as a consequence of its sovereignty
analysis. 226 It is hard to quibble with Justice Ginsburg's wonderment
that a foreign defendant's liberty is infringed by forcing it to defend in
a state courthouse, though not in a federal courthouse that might lit-
erally be next door, but that is clearly what the plurality said.

If Federal Rule 4(k)(2) were amended by striking the words "a
claim that arises under federal law," this would bring diversity and
alienage jurisdiction cases 227 within the ambit of the rule. Such a
change probably would have given the J. McIntyre plaintiff access to a
New Jersey forum, albeit in federal court. The McIntyre case could
have easily been recast to create alienage jurisdiction, which would
have allowed federal court subject matter jurisdiction. 228 Under the
plurality's theory, and perhaps under the theory of Justice Breyer's
concurrence, there might well have been no state that had jurisdiction
over the English defendant because it did not target any state.229

However, even under the plurality's theory, it is clear that the defen-
dant targeted the United States, creating minimum contacts with the
United States as a whole.230 Thus a modest change to the Federal
Rules would, in most cases, guarantee injured U.S. plaintiffs at least
one U.S. forum in which to sue.

minimum contacts in the state in which they sit, there would be very few cases in which
no state would have jurisdiction but a federal court would.

226. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2789.
227. 28 U.S.C. § 1332 (2006).
228. See 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d). The case might well have qualified for jurisdiction

under section 1332 as it was filed. The plaintiff named both the English manufacturer
and its now-bankrupt U.S. distributor as defendants. See Nicastro v. McIntyre Mach.
America, Ltd., 987 A.2d 575, 578 n. 2 (N.J. 2010), rev'd, 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011). It is not
clear whether the presence of the U.S. distributor broke full diversity and thus forced
the case to remain in state court. Plaintiffs' attorneys, who for a variety of tactical
reasons usually prefer state to federal court, will often name local defendants to avoid
removal of a case from state to federal court. See 28 U.S.C. § 1441 (2006); Victor E.
Flango, Attorneys' Perspectives on Choice of Forum in Diversity Cases, 25 AKRON L. REV.
41, 63 (1991). In most cases, and this certainly was true in J. McIntyre, the true target
defendant is the foreign corporation because it has the assets to pay a substantial
judgment.

229. As discussed above, the only state that apparently might have had jurisdiction
would have been Ohio, where the U.S. distributor was based and where presumably
most of the machines were delivered. See supra note 149 and accompanying text. It is
not clear, however, whether this would meet the plurality's test. Under Justice Breyer's
concurrence, whether Ohio would have had jurisdiction would presumably turn on the
volume of sales to Ohio, which is information that did not appear in the state court
record.

230. J. McIntyre, 131 S. Ct. at 2789.
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CONCLUSION

The incoherence of the minimum contacts test has never been
more obvious than it is in J. McIntyre Machinery, Ltd. v. Nicastro231
and Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown.232 At a theo-
retical level, this incoherence showed most clearly in the J. McIntyre
plurality opinion, which attempted to resurrect the jurisdictional con-
ceptual scheme of the Pennoyer v. Neff23 3 era by focusing the debate
away from fairness to the parties to ill-defined concepts of sovereignty.
Fortunately, this theoretical shift failed, at least for now, as the con-
currence in the judgment and the dissent, which garnered five votes
between them, seemed to reject this attempted sea change. The prac-
tical consequences of both decisions, however, are troubling. J. McIn-
tyre may leave many U.S. plaintiffs without recourse to a U.S. forum
against products manufacturers who target and benefit greatly from
serving the U.S. market. Goodyear's finding a lack of jurisdiction
based on unrelated sales in the forum is unsurprising. However, its
suggestion that a defendant is subject to contacts-based general juris-
diction only if its connection to the forum is such that it is essentially
at home in the forum may well prove troublesome in future cases, par-
ticularly ones in which the defendant's presence in the forum is en-
tirely virtual.

Legislative action may be able to cure some of the ailments
brought about by these two decisions. State statutes that define with
some precision the level of business activity a foreign corporation
must engage in to become subject to jurisdiction may receive deference
and could, perhaps, bring some clarity to the troubled subject. An
amendment to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(k)(2) to extend it to
diversity and alienage cases may ensure that U.S. plaintiffs injured by
foreign corporations who benefit significantly from the U.S. market
have access to at least one U.S. forum in which to sue.

231. 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011).
232. 131 S. Ct. 2846 (2011).
233. 95 U.S. 714 (1877).
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